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AN EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL FOR LAND USE
MANAGEMENT AS AN AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
MEASURE WITHIN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

ABSTRACT. The rapid population growth and related economic
growth of the Willarnette Valley has resulted in a significant
reduction in air quality over the past several decades.
Within the Willamette Valley air ventilation is very poor and
therefore the airpo1lutton potential is one of the highest
in the United States. There has been recent interest gener-
ated for land use management as an air pollution control
measure, as outlined by Roberts and Croke. The institutional
framework of the State of Oregon for land zoning is not suit-
ed for land use management as an air resource management tool
due to the counties control of zoning. However, the present
institutional structure of the State for air resource manage-
ment has circumvented the counties, and in the author's
opinion will be more effecttve than the method presented by
Roberts and Croke.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Within the Willarnette Valley the quality of the air has

been decreasing at an alarming rate. During a ten year pen-

od, long range visibility decreased fifty percent as a result

of air contaznination) The loss of air quality is primarily

due to the urbanization and industrialization of the valley.

Seasonal air pàllution results from the agricultural field

burning and slash burning taking place in the fall and winter,

respectively. The loss of air quality has generated a desire

with both residents and politicians for legislation that

would manage more effectively the air resources of the

Willamette Valley. It is the purpose of this paper to ex-

amine the climatic factors that influence air pollution In

the Willamette Valley, and to determine If land use manage-

ment, as outlined by Robert and Croke would be an effective
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method for managing the air resources.2 It is the intention

of the author to examine Oregon's institutional framework for

air resource management and see how it compares with that

proposed by Roberts and Croke.

Physical Setting

Ventilation of the Willamette Valley is strongly influ.-

enced by the topography of the area. Extending along the

east side of the valley are the Cascade Mountains, ranging

in average elevation from 4,000 to 6,000 feet. The lowest

pass or gap in this rang Is the Columbia River Gorge east

of Portland. Bounding the west side of the valley is the

Coastal Range which averages 1,000 to 2,000 feet in eleva-.

tion. This range has four major air gaps: the Columbia

River in the north, foltowed by gaps west of Salem, Corvallis

and Eugene. At the upper end there are the Calapooya

1iountaIns which connect the Cascade and Coastal Mountains,

The valley floor is approximately 130 mIles long and 35 miles

wide (Fig. 1).

Cultural Factors

There are three major population centers in the

Willamette Valley. These are in order of size, the metro-

politan areas of Portland, Eugene, and Salem. The popula-

tion of the valley in 1970 was 1,446,594, with a projected

population of 2,422,000 in the year 2,0O0. The location of

urban centers is of' Importance to air quality because they

constitute a major source of pollutants (Table 1). However,
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Table 1.-TOTAL REGION EMISSIONS BY SOURCE
(Units in Tons per Year)

(.ommerclal
and

Space Solid Industrial Mobile Region
Pollutant Heating Waste Processes Sources Totals

Aldehydes 192 382 - 404 980

Carbon Monoxide 850 1,7OO 3,670 204,000 239,000

Hdyrocarbons 233 1,770 - 18,500 20,000

Nitrogen Oxides 6,800 815 139 12,000 20,000

Sulfur Oxides 11,300 242 291 892 13,000

Organic Acids 146 1,680 - 410 2,200

Other Organics 61 - 66,000 - 66,000

Other Inorganics - 35 1,680 176 1,900

Particulates 1,840 3,220 5,450 1,290 12,000

TOTALS 21,400 39,800 7?,000 237,000 375,D00

Reference: Air Pollution in the Columbia - Willamette Region, Columbia -
Willamette Air Pollution Authority, April 1970, p. 16.
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there are numerous isolated industrial pollution sources such
as Albany and Halsey. The other major contributors of pollut-
ants are field and slash burning (Table 2). Field burning is
concentrated Into the fall months before the winter rains be-
gin in November. Slash burning takes place in the mountains
along either side ofthe valley, being concentrated in the
winter months. In tons of pollutants, field and slash burn-.
ing would appear less significant, however, the time period
of emission is short, increasing their impact (Table 3).

BASIC CLIMATIC FACTORS INFLUENCING AIR POLLUTION
IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

There are two basic climatic factors that influence air
pollution in the Willainette Valley. These are vertical mix-
ing (inversion levels), and horizontal mixing (cyclonic
storms and sea breezes).

Inversions

The occurence of temperature inversions over the

Willarnette Valley is of extreme importance in influencing the
degree of air pollution, Because of the mountains on three
sides of the valley a temperature inversion has the tendency
to put a lid on the valley preventing vertical air movement.
Inversions over the Willamette Valley are commonly associated
with semipermanent anticyclones which are strongest during
the summer months. During the summer months surface highs
have most often been associated with a 500 trough. From Jan-

uary to May surface highs are associated with a ridge at the



Table 2.-AGRICULTURAL BURNING
(Units in Tons Per Year)

Grain
Pollutants Stubble Grass Slash

Carbon Ionoxide 3,755 252 1,200

Nitrogen Oxides Li.67 31 140

Sulfur Oxides 260 17 14.0

Organic Acids 14.83 32 260

Particulates 595 14.0 314.0

TOTAL 5,550 373 1,880

Reference: Air Pollution in the Columbia - Willamette Region,
Co1umbja-J111amette Air Pollution Authority, April
1970, p. 18.



Table 3.-VISIBILITY REDUCTION

Monthly average number of days, airport visibility reduced to
six miles or less by smoke only (based on all observations).

Quarter Portland Salem Eugene
1968 1969 1968 1969 1968 1969

1st 4.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.7 3.3

2nd 4.3 6,3 3,7 2.7 3.7 3.0

3rd 10.0 5,7 8.0 8.3 8.0 8.0

4th 3.7 5,0 10.0 15.3 5.7 7.0

Monthly
Average
For Year 5.50 5.75 6.68 7.58 5.28 5.33

Reference Willamette Valley Rapid Survey of 1968 Air Contaminant
Emissions, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Control Division, 1970, p. 72.
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500 millibar level, Large scale subsidence creating iriver-

sions is generally responsible for persistent stable air

conditions (Fig. 2). Nocturnal radiation inversions are

present throughout the year, although solar heating will de-

stroy the inversion before noon during the summer months, and

afternoon during fall months (Fig. 2). However, during fall

and winter, cloud cover may prevent the destruction of a

ground inversion of this type and they may persist for the

day.5 Within the valley great spatial and temporal varia-

tions in the stability regimes have been observed, suggesting

the influence of topography on local air stability.6 These

variations inair stability would most likely be related to

diurnal inversion as air drainage plays an important role in

the creation of nocturnally induced inversions.

During periods of a high air pollution level the height

of a well marked haze layer can be seen, indicating the re-

lationship between inversion level and mixing height. Par-

ticle counts have been made when this haze layer is present

and there is a large reduction of particulate matter once the

haze layer is passed. The actual mixing height has been well

correlated with the height of the inversion, and the inver-

sion on any one day has been closely associated with the

overall synoptic weather pattern.7 Figure 2 illustrates the

types of inversions over the Willamette Vailey during summer

and winter.

It is necessary to have a temperature inversion for air

conditions to degenerate to an untolerable point in the

Willaniette Valley. "Horizontal visibility of less then seven
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miles due to smoke is roughly equivalant to 100 micrograms of

particulate matter per cubic meter in the air."8 In the

Willamette Valley such air conditions are ten times more

likely when an inversion is present then when one is absent

(Fig. 3, Table Li.).9 Figure 3 and Table L show very clearly

that the inversions alone are not enough for a pollution

situation to exist. There needs to be a high emission rate

of pollutants.

Horizontal Ventilation

In the same manner the inversions prevent vertical

movement, calm air reduces horizontal movement, Once the

inversion is established the valley becomes a closed contain-

er with limited air flow. Figure 14. shows the corridors that

allow some ventilation of the valley. To the east the only

major corridor is the Columbia River Gorge. From there south,

air must move over the top of the Cascade Mountains. When

an inversion develops below the crest of the range, movement

to the east is prevented.

In the south there are no corridors that will allow air

flow to develop when an inversion is below the mountain

ridge. Along the west side of the valley there are four

major corridors through which air can penetrate into the

valley even when an inversion exists. In the northwest the

Columbia River cuts through the Coast Range creating the low-

est pass. Then there are gaps at Salem, Corvallis and Eugene.

These gaps allow air to invade the valley, particularly in

the form of a sea breeze. On the north end of the valley
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Table L1._RELATIONSHIPS OF INVERSIONS
TO SIOKE AT SALEM AND EUGENE

Smoke at Salem Smoke at Eugene
Inversion Yes No Yes No

yes 273 1,053 539 787

no 18 LI.80 72 L$26

Reference: Lowry, W.p,, Willarnette Valley Air Pollution
Potential, presented-Pacific Northwest Interna-
tional Section, Air Pollution Control Assoc0,
Hilton Hotel, Portland, Oregon, Nov. 6, 19614, p.2.



MODEL OF WILLAMETTE VALLEY VENTILATION

1,2,3,4 - Air leaks over mountains
.3

5,6,7 - Sea breeze jets 8

8,9 - Columbia River Gorge

10 - Atmosphere leaks

a

6

3

Olsson, L.E., Wesley, L.T., Elliott, W.P.,
and Egami, R., The Study of The Natural Ventilation
of the Columbia - Willamette Valleys: II, Technical
Report No. 71.2, April 1971, p. 137.
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there is relatively free access of air, as the hills are low

and the Columbia River has gorges through the barriers to the

east and west.

Air flow through the valley is strongly influenced by

the topography.1° During the winter months wind flow is gen-

erally from the south, the valley walls acting to channel the

wind. In the winter months occasional winds develop over the

Cascades from the east, and in the Columbia Gorge east winds

are relatively common (although they are not discussed in the

literature)
11

In summer the general wind flow changes and is channeled

up the valley from the north (a result of the Pacific high).

However, at the ground the sea breeze which develops during

the summer influences considerably low level air flow. At

Portland the sea breeze arrives in the late afternoon and

tends to reinforce the north wind in the summer and early fall.

However, it is believed that this air movement is effectively

blocked by the sea breeze that penetrates the valley near

Salem.12 If this is the case, the low level northerly winds

that predominate during the summer are broken up by the sev-

eral sea breeze jets that penetrate the valley during this

same season. Portland is the area of highest pollution

emission, and the pollutants would tend to be concentrated in

the upper valley by the northerly flow during the summer if

it were not for the influence of the breezes that occur along

the west wall of the valley.

It is interesting to note that in the last few years

farmers conducted the late summer and fall field burning
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using meteorological guides. They burn on days of predomin-.

ately south wind, to blow the smoke away from Eugene and to-

ward Salem and Portland.'3 These burning days must be assoc-

lated with a general wind flow in the opposite direction from

the normal wind flow during this season. It is assumed that

such winds must be associated with synoptic weather.

Sea Breezes

During the summer months and early fall, a wel]. develop-

ed sea breeze penetrates the Willamette. Valley via one of

four gaps in the Coast Hange. The sea breeze tends to

keep the western regions of the valley near the gaps supplied

with fresh marine air)-5 However, the sea breeze has been

found to be a poor ventilator for the valley. The late

afternoon breeze tends to slosh the pollutants toward the

Cascade Mountains, but fails to clear them out of' the val-

ley)-6 In addition to its sloshing action the sea breeze

seems to play a role in re-enforcing the inversion. As the

heating of the day Increases, many inversions would be de-

stroyed. due to the great quantities of rising air. In the

valley a fresh surge of cool marine air is squeezed under the

inversion, creating a more stable atmospheric condition.17

The preliminary research that has been completed mdi-

cates the Willamette Valley is very poorly ventilated. The

correlation between the mixing height (inversion boundaries)

and haze layer is high. The transport trajec.tories for

pollutants as created. by seasonal winds are strongly influ-

enced by local topography, the winds within the mixing layer
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are often decoupled from the upper air, thus preventing ver-

tical mixing. In the valley the air flow is predominately

from the north In the summer and from the south in the winter,

and this air flow pattern is directed by the mountains to the

east and west channeling these air flows up and down the

valley. Strong 4iurnal variations in wind direction occur

within the valley, due to slope and valley winds along the

boundaries of the valley. During the summer months the sea

breeze also plays an important role in ventilating the valley.

In the Portland area the air flow pattern is very corn-

plex due to the convergence of sea breeze, gorge winds and

the prevailing wester].Ies during the summer. Prell.rninary

data suggests gravity waves develop over the Tualatin Moun-

tains, and wind shears are frequent.18

A foundation of knowledge regarding ventilation of the

Willaniette Valley has been established, A dispersion model

is being developed which may provide a good. plamiing tool for

controlling land development of the valley. There are still

important questions to be answered. When air penetrates the

valley daily in the form of a sea breeze it must displace

some air already in the valley. If so, does this displaced

air carry with it pollutants? To what extent does cyclonic

storm activity clean the air of the valley? What are the

relationships between the sea breeze and the inversion layer?

How far south are pollutants, generated in the Portland area,

carried south by summer's northerly air flow? These are

questions that need to be answered before predictive disper-

sion models can be developed for the Willarnette Valley.
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Although good knowledge of the basic climatic factors has been

developed, many of the specific questions still cannot be

answered. Despite much research on the sea breeze, not enough

knowledge has been gained so a detailed map could be devel-

oped that shows the extent of the sea breeze influence.

LAND USE MANAGEMENT AS AN AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL MEASURE

Roberts and Croke have developed the principle of land

use management as an air pollution control measure on two

factors. First, the use for which land is developed will

determine the amount of energy input to that parcel of land.

Secondly, the amount of energy input will be directly related

to the quantity of pollutants generated. From these ideas it

is stated by Roberts and Croke, "the intensity of land de..-

velopment and the associated level of economic activity is of

critical importance to the regional air resource planner."19

Land provides an organizational basis for air resource man-

agement. Roberts and Croke propose that parcels of land be

given air emission rights. These emission rights would be

determined as a fraction of some total emission allowable for

a region, If one parcel of land was not using all its allow-

able emission rights, adjacent land could increase its emis-

sions accordingly, as long as tctal regional emissions were

not increased. Parcels of land that are already developed

would be assigned a level of allowable emissions. Conform-

ance to the rules could be accomplished by manner desired.

Two important elements of this approach are zoning ordinances



and dispersion models. The zoning ordinance is the legal in-

strurnent used to implement the land use plan. The dispersion

model would be the instrument for determining the emission

levels for parcels of land. The land use approach to air

resource management presented by Roberts and Croke provides

for seven specific elements.2°

"1. Insures long term maintenance of air
quality standards;

2. Tailors emission control regulations
to the character and projected growth
of the region and thus conforms to the
existing and projected demographic and
economic design of the region;

3. Permits regional planners to evaluate
revised growth patterns and thus re-
vised emission control regulations,
especially in the development of un-
incorporated areas;

Lj, Develops fair and unequivocal regulation
5. Minimizes economic burden by offering

the maximum number of alternatives by which
sources can be brought into compliance
(it is not tied to any particular fuel
use or control technology);

6. Incorporates provisions for planned
reduction of emissions during infre-
quent air pollution incidents;

7. Is integrated with an effective cur-
veillance system to insure compliance
with routine and emergency emission
control regulations."

PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF LAND USE MANAGEMENT
AS AN AIR POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURE

WITHIN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Because the Willamette Valley is well endowed with land

free of urban and industrial development it appears that a

land management approach could be an effective method of air

resource management to establish. But on closer inspection

there are two sever limitations that may render this approach

ineffective,
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County Control of Zoning

The first major problem of applying land. use zoning to

air pollution control .s the present structure of zoning laws

for the State of Oregon. Counties have the authority to

zone land and. efforts to take this power from the local

political bodies would meet extremely stiff opposition from

the counties.

In general, the land use decisions made for most counties

in the Willamette Valley have been for urban and industrial

uses. If it was established that one county should not have

any industrial land because of its situation relative to air

circulation within the valley, persuading that county to

zone its land for that concUtion is extremely unlikely with-

out changing the institutional framework of the State of

Oregon.

Development of A Dispersion iode1

The second limitation to implementing land use zoning

for air pollution control is the lack of' a dispersion model

which would predict pollution levels under given meteoro-

logical conditions, and emission rates. Such a model is

being developed for the Willamette Valley, but it is ques-

tionable if such a model would be effective as a pollution

level predictor, The problem with a working dispersion model

is its inability to account for all the variables influenc-

ing weather; and the ab1ity of the valley to ventilate

itself. The model would lack the accuracy to provide decision
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makers with the information required to determine emission

rights for parcels of land.21

NANAGEMENT OF WILLANETTE VALLEY AIR RESOURCES

It is evident that the Willamette Valley has a very high

potential for air pollution. What approach should be taken

to reduce air pollution? Within the Willamette Valley the

three major air pollution sources are: mobile sources,

agricultural field burning and industrial emissions. The

significance of each of these sources depends on the time of

year and their location within the valley. The management

approach taken for each type of air pollution source will

need to be different.

Nobile Sources

Although mobile sources are presently the largest con-

tributor to air pollution within the Willamette Valley

(Tables 1 and 2), the recent establishment of national emis-

sion standards (Table 5) may drastically reduce pollution

from this source.22 Recent carbon monoxide ambient air

quality measurements made by the Department of Environmental

Quality indicate that the control systems now being used are

having an effect in reducing carbon monoxide concentrations.

During the period 1967 to 1970 there was a downward trend in

carbon monoxide levels. They averaged about 2O less then

the previous average daily value; with the maximum eight

hour average values and maximum one hour values decreasing.23

Similar improvements have also been shown for hydrocarbon
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Table 5.-SUMMARY OF FEDERAL AUTOMOTIVE EMISSION CONTROL
REQUIREMENTS IN OREGON (AND ALL STATES (CEPT CALIFORNIA)

Model Year Control Required

1963 Open positive crankcase ventilation system for
hydrocarbons

1968 First exhaust emission controls for carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons

1970 More restrictive carbon monoxide and hydro-
carbon emission standards

1972 Further restriction of carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbon emission standards

1973 First oxides of nitrogen emission standard
requiring a 25% reduction in emissions

1975 Substantial reduction of carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbon emission standards (emission
limits equivalent to 1O of 1970 emIssions)

1976 Reduction of oxides of nitrogen standards
to 10% of 1971 actual emissions

Reference: Core and Kowalezyk, 1971-1985 A Report
Quality, p. 12.



emissions.2l It is expected that oxides of nitrogen emis-

sions will Increase through the early 1970's, at which time

they should also show improvernent.25 It must be emphasized

that it will be necessary "for changes In mass transporta-

tion and traffic flow, within our urban centers, and install-

ation of control systems on older vehicles, along with

vehicle inspection programs if we want the air contamination

from mobile sources to be really effective" (Graph l).26

One aspect of air resource management that has not been

considered often enough with regards to mobile sources is

freeway location, It has been suggested by the directors of

the Lane Regional and Kid-Willamette Valley Air Pollution

Authorities that they have some planning input for the lo-

cation of freeways. The use of meteorological data as a

basis for freeway location could feasibly help locate free-

ways in areas where they would have the least impact on air

resoifroes, The location of a freeway downwind of a resi-

dentlal neighborhood may prevent increased air pollution for

that neighborhood, The meteorological information may also

be used to zone land adjacent to major arterials. The down-

wind sideof the arterial nay be unsuitable for two story

multiple family dwellings because of a higher air pollution

level then may be found on the upwind side.

Agricultural Burning

Agricultural burning within the Willamette Valley has

been a major contributor to air pollution during the fall
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months, however, recent state legislation will eliminate it

by 1975. Until that time, field burning is conducted in a

systematic manner in order to reduce air pollution in Salem

and Eugene. Burning in the southern Willamette Valley is

allowed only on those days with a southerly air flow, whereas

burning in the mid-Willainette Valley is allowed only on those

days with a northerly air flow,27 With current public in-

terest in air quality, the author considers the agricultural

field burning problem one which will be of minor significance

after 1975.

Industrial Sources

Industrial Air pollution within the Willamette Valley

(Table 1) is significant, yet in relation to other areas of

the United States it is relatively minor. There is a

significant land area within the Willamette Valley that has

not been developed, and as a result, air resource management

and regional planning may be effectively integrated.

OREGON 'S APPROACH TO AIR RESOURCE NANAGEMENT

Within the State of Oregon a system of air resource

management has been established, and although the State does

not have any zoning authority, it is able to exert consid-

erable influence on land use. As stated in Oregon Revised

Statute (OHS) L9.78$, the Environmental Quality Commission

is charged with: One, "Establishing areas of the State and

prescribe the degree of air pollution or air contamination
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that may be permitted therein, as air purity standards for

such areas." And, two, "Establish air quality standards in-

cluding emission standards for the entire State or an area

of the State which shall set forth the maximum amount of air

pollution permissible in various catagories of air contamin-

28
ants. ,"

Although the Environmental Quality Commission has no

zoning authority, it has been given by law the power to

establish emission standards for the State of Oregon based

upon land area. The commission has been given the power to

let regional authorities act on their behalf if their rules

and regulations are no less then those of the Environmental

Quality Commission.29

Within, the Willamette Valley there has been established

three regional air pollution authorities. They are the

Colurnbia-Willamette, Nid-Willamette Valley and Lane Regional

Air Pollution Authorities (Fig. 5). The State has completely

circumvented the county in establishing air resource man-

agement and therefore counties have no direct involvement

with air pollution problems on an individual basis.3°

Comparison to Land. Use Approach

The system established in Oregon does provide for the

seven features that have been described earlier as desirable

for air pollution control.

1. It insures long term maintenance of air quality
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EXISTING WILLAETTE VALLEY AIR SANFLING NETWORK
AND AIR POLLUTION AUTHORITIES JURISDICTION

26

ir Pollution Authorities
C.W.A.P.A.-Coluznbia

Willarnette;
N.W.A. P.A. -Mid-Willam-

ette Valley;
L.R.A.P.A.-Lane Regional

1. Portland
2. Portland
3. Milwaukie
4. Lake Oswego
5, Beaverton
6. HIllsboro
7. McMinnville
8. Salem
9. Albany

10. Corvallis
11. Eugene
12. Springfield

Fig. 5. State of Oregon Clean Air Implementation Plan, 1972
pgs. 5-17; 7-5.
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standards. ORS 149.782 charges the Environmental

Quality Commission with the control and prevention

of new sources of air pollution.

2. Emissions are tailored to ventilation characteris-

tics of the State, as well as projected population

and economic growth rates. CBS LI.49.785 states 'the

commission shall take into account such factors as

just stated.

3. Regional planners have the opportunity to evaluate

revised growth patterns, and. revise standards that

have been put forth. OHS L!49.8lO allows the com-

mission to work out equitable solutions to anomalous

situations that may arise.

Li. The regulations for the State are established so

that all sources of air pollutants are required to

conform to the same level of emissions, This allows

no one an economic advantage.

5. Although the economic burden is on industry to con-

form to emission standards, the methods used are not

specified, so as to allow the industry the opportun-

Ity to solve its problem as it deems the most eco-

nomically advantages.

6. During periods of inadequate ventilation for areas

in the State, the commission has authority to stop

all pollution as provided for by Chapter 14-24, Oregon

Laws, 1971, However, public hearings are required

before changes can be made in the emission standards

already established (OHS 449.790).
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7. The final feature of Oregon's air pollution laws

does provide for surveillance of emission sources

throughout the State,

It is the author's contention that land use as an or-

ganizattonal basis for regional air resource management as

outlined by Roberts and Croke is not as desirable in Oregon

as the system established by the State. It has the qualities

of Roberts and Croke's method, but it works without altera-

tion of existing institutions within the State, primarily

county zoning authority.

There are two significant factors that are important if'

Oregon's established system for managing air resources is to

be effective, One is the knowledge of the ventilation of

each area in the State. The quantity of knowledge that has

been developed regarding air resources in the Willamette

Valley is relatively high, however, there are gaps in the

knowledge and this requires decision makers to work without

all the facts.

Perception of' Willarnette Valley Decision Makers

The perceptIon of the air resource in the Willaniette

Valley by the directors of the three regional air pollution

authorities is the second significant factor for successful

management of the air resource. How the regional author-

ities carry out their responsibilities delegatedby the

Environmental Quality Commission reflects the Regional

Director's opinions regarding air ventilation of the valley

and the maximum level of air pollution they deem desirable.
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A short questionnaire was mailed to the directors of the

Columbia-TAillamette, Nid-Willamette Valley, arid Lane Regional

Air Pollution Authorities (appendix). The questions and

answers follow:

1. Do you feel that the Willamette Valley will be able

to tolerate higher levels of air pollution then are

presently experienced, and still have air quality

considered adequate? The response by all three

directors was No. It is significant that in the

opinion of' these individuals air quality within the

Willaniette Valley is already inadequate. Certainly

this must influence the issuance of permits for new

emission sources.

2. Do you feel that the Willamette Valley has better

air ventilation than the recent studies by G.C.

Holzworth indicate? Again, in all cases the response

was No. The flid-Willamette Air Pollution Authority

indicated that in late fall and winter air ventila-

tion may be worse then predicted by Holzworth.

3. Do you feel the regional air pollution authorities

should have more authority? All agencies answered

this question as would be expected, Yes. However,

it is interesting to note the areas where they felt

their authority should be expanded. Generally it

was felt that all industrial emission sources in

their area should fall under their jurisdiction, as

well as field burning. Involvement with motor
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vehicle emissions was also desired. The Department

of Environmental Quality has control over some in-

dustries, i.e., pulp and paper industry, as well as

mobile sources and field burning.

4. Do you feel that industries with high pollution

potentials should be prevented from locating within

the Willamette Valley (unless their emissions are

reduced to near zero)? Two of the authorities

stated Yes. The third, said No, unless present

sources of air pollution can be reduced, i.e., it

air quality is still not adequate then it would be

appropriate to prevent industries from locating with..

in the valley. This attitude by all three auth-

orities reflects the answers on question one.

5. Do you believe that a permit system for industrial

emissions can be used to control industrial air

pollution? All authorities felt that this was an

effective method of emission control, It should be

noted that the only source of air pollution that

presently has limited control for new sources is

residential, Counties have full control over resi-

dential zoning and no emission permits are required.

CONCLUSION

The attitudes expressed by the directors of the regional

air pollution authorities demonstrates that they perceive the

Willamette Valley as a relatively closed basin with very poor

air ventilation, They also perceive the present air quality
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inadequate, and desire a strong role for their commissions in

controlling air pollution sources. Present research clearly

indicates that ventilation is extremely poor within the

Willamette Valley. Applying land use zoning as an air

pollution control method within the valley cannot at this

time be fully accomplished. First, the counties have control

over zoning, and second a dispersion model is not available

at this time. Although the sea breeze appears to be a fair

ventilator of the western edge of the Wi].lamette Valley at

the four gaps, not enough information is available to deter-

mine how it influences the Willamette Valley in its entirety,

However, the present institutional framework in Oregon is

organized in such a manner that as a dispersion model is

developed it can be applied to permit issuance for new

sources of pollut±on (if they are allowed to establish them-

selves within the WIllamette Valley). The established pol-

lution sources wil]. have their emission quantities adjusted

or set with the use of a dispersion model. It is the author's

opinion that Oregon's system for air pollution control is

more then adequate to insure good management of the

Willarnette Valley air resources.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1, Do you feel that the Wi.11amette Valley will be able to
tolerate higher levels of air pollution then are pres-
ently experienced, and still have air quality considered
adequate?

Yes

No.

Comment:

2. Do you feel that the Willarnette Valley has better air
ventilation than the recent studies by G.C. Holzworth
indicate?

Yes

No

Comment:

3. Do you. feel that the reional air pollution authorities
should have increased authority?

Yes

No

Comment:

. Do you feel that industries with high pollution toten-
tials should he prevented from locating within the
Willamette Valley (unless their emissions are reduced to
near zero)?

Yes

No

Comment:

5. Do you believe that a permit system for industrial
emissions can be used to control industrial air pollution?


